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We performed density functional theory calculations of O2 , CO2 , and H2 O chemisorption
on the UN(001) surface using the generalized gradient approximation and PW91 exchangecorrelation functional at non-spin polarized level with the periodic slab model. Chemisorption energies vs. molecular distance from UN(001) surface were optimized for four symmetrical chemisorption sites. The results showed that the bridge parallel, hollow parallel
and bridge hydrogen-up adsorption sites were the most stable site for O2 , CO2 , and H2 O
molecular with chemisorption energies of 14.48, 4.492, and 5.85 kJ/mol, respectively. From
the point of adsorbent (the UN(001) surface), interaction of O2 with the UN(001) surface
was of the maximum magnitude, then CO2 and H2 O, indicating that these interactions were
associated with structures of the adsorbate. O2 chemisorption caused N atoms on the surface
to migrate into the bulk, however CO2 and H2 O had a moderate and negligible effect on
the surface, respectively. Calculated electronic density of states demonstrated the electronic
charge transfer between s, p orbital in chemisorption molecular and U6d, U5f orbital.
Key words: Chemisorption, Density functional theory, Geometric relaxation, Electronic
density of state

tion on the (001) surface of UN, we apply the density
functional theory (DFT) method to perform electronic
structure calculations in this work.

I. INTRODUCTION

Uranium mononitride (UN) is considered as a promising fuel for the fast nuclear generation IV reactors [1,
2]. Compared to many uranium and plutonium oxide
nuclear fuel, UN has several advantages [2−7], such as
higher melting point and smaller lattice constant, which
indicate that UN has stronger anti-corrosion capability. Many research groups have identified the important
role of UN in anti-corrosion application since the 1960s
[8−11], and performed several experimental and theoretical study. The bulk properties of actinide nitrides
have been investigated, especially the elastic and magnetic properties. However, contrary to a large number
of available experimental data [12−19], there were few
reports related to the first principle calculations on uranium nitrides, particularly chemisorption behaviors of
molecular or atoms on the surface of uranium nitrides.
Only recently, some groups have simulated the reactivity of molecular/atoms with the surface of uranium
nitrides [20−22]. These reports indicated that molecule
O2 would spontaneously dissociate after chemisorption
on the (001) surface of UN, then the produced O atoms
exhibited a strong chemisorption behavior. To deeply
understand molecular O2 , CO2 and H2 O chemisorp-

II. METHODOLOGY

Uranium mononitride (UN) has Nacl-type structure
(fcc) with lattice constant a=0.4889 nm, and interatomic distance
√ √between U and N atoms is 0.248 nm.
A periodic 2× 2 three-layer slab supercell model and
single-sided chemisorption mode (a molecule was placed
on one side of the slab model, namely 0.5 ML adsorptivity) were used to study molecular chemisorption on
the UN(001) surface in all calculations. A vacuum layer
of 2.0 nm was added to the unit cell of the layers.
In this work, we used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) within the framework of density functional theory (DFT) and PW91 exchange-correlation
functional [23−25] with the periodic slab model to
simulate the chemisorption for gaseous molecular on
the UN(001) surface. The outer fourteen electrons
(6s2 6p6 5f6 6d1 7s2 ) of U were treated as valence electrons
and the remaining seventy-eight electrons were treated
as core. DFT semi-core pseudopotentials (DSPP) and
a double numerical basis set with polarization functions
(DNP) have been used to treat core electrons and valence electrons, respectively. All electron basis sets were
used for C, H and O atoms. 3×3×1 Monkhorst-Pack kpoint meshes were applied in the Brillouin zone (BZ). A
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plane-wave cutoff energy Ecut =500 eV was chosen. The
convergence of self-consistent field (SCF) was less than
1.0×10−5 eV/atom. Nomagnetic configuration was appropriate for the light actinide U element from the point
of total energy, so U5f electrons were in the delocalized
5f3 electronic configuration in this work.
Single molecule, one per unit cell, was allowed to approach the UN(001) surface along four different symmetrical positions, namely (i) directly on top of a U
atom (U-top position); (ii) directly on top of a N atom
(N-top position); (iii) on the middle of two nearest
neighbor U atoms (bridge position); (iv) adsorption
molecule saw a U atom located on the layer directly
below the surface hollow site (hollow position). The
chemisorption energy EC was optimized with respect
to the height R of the chemisorbed molecule above the
surface, and was given by [26]:
EC (R) = E(M) + E(X) − E(M + X)

21

FIG. 1 Convergence test of the vacuum thickness for the
UN(001) surface.

(1)
U

where E(M) is the total energy of the bare UN(001)
slab, E(X) is the total energy of the isolated molecule,
and E(M+X) is the total energy of the molecule
chemisorbed on the surface.
The relative change for bond length was used to
describe the change for U−N bond after molecule
chemisorption, and was given by

N

2 nm

N

Ri − R0
∆=
R0

(2)

where Ri is the bond length for the central N atom on
the UN(001) surface and the ith U atom, R0 is the U−N
bond length before chemisorption, and ∆ denoted the
relative change for Ri .
III. SURFACE CONFIGURATION FOR THE UN(001)
SURFACE

To test validity of the computational parameters, we
first cleaved the UN (001) surface, then checked convergence of the total energy of the UN(001) surface with
different vacuum thicknesses. We considered the vacuum thickness test to be convergent as long as the total
energy was less than 10 meV, and the calculation result
is shown in Fig.1. The result indicated that the total
energy of the system was convergent when the vacuum
thickness was larger than 1.8 nm. Therefore, we added
a vacuum layer of 2.0 nm onto the unit cell of the slabs
in order to reduce the influence of boundary condition
on the calculation, and a model for the UN(001) surface
is plotted in Fig.2.
The interactions of the surface atoms with UN matrix
atoms would be unstable due to the absence of adjacent
atom, which was contrary to the matrix atoms. Meanwhile, these non-equilibrium interactions might cause
the surface atoms to relax, reconstruct, find a new equilibrium site after cleaving, and finally lower the total
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/27/01/20-28

U

FIG. 2 A calculation model for the UN(001) surface.

energy of the surface system. Moreover, this relaxation
behavior might change U−N bond length. A configuration model for relaxation calculation is shown in Fig.3,
and the results are listed in Table I.
In this work, relaxation was defined as the relative
change of U−N bond length. We fixed the lowest-layer
atoms during relaxation calculation for the UN(001)
surface, and presented in Table I. The total energy for
this system reduced by about 0.739 eV. However, the
relative relaxation was ignorable (the maximum relative
1.109%), so we fixed the atoms in two low-lying layers to
calculate in the following section, otherwise particular
declaration.

IV. CHEMISORPTION BEHAVIOR OF GASEOUS
MOLECULAR ON THE UN(001) SURFACE

The energy minimum principle demonstrates that the
higher the system symmetry, the lower the system energy, and the more stable the system. Therefore, we
preferred the gaseous molecular to be chemisorbed onto
the high symmetrical position in the crystal surface.
UN crystal has face-centered cubic (fcc) structure, and
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TABLE I Calculated results for configuration relaxation.
Ri (i=1, 2, in nm) and dij (i=1, 2, j=1, 2, in nm) represent
U−N bond length in the intralayer and interlayer, respectively.
U−N
After relaxation
Relative relaxation∗ /%
R1
0.2435
0.041
R2
0.2434
0
d11
0.2421
−0.534
d12
0.2461
1.109
d21
0.2420
−0.575
d22
0.2429
0.205
∗
Before relaxation, the U−N bond length is 0.2434 nm.

N-top

FIG. 4 Diagram of four symmetrical chemisorption positions for the UN(001) surface: bridge, hollow, U-top, and
N-top.
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FIG. 3 A configuration model for relaxation calculation. Ri
(i=1, 2) and dij (i=1, 2, j=1, 2) represent U−N bond length
in the intralayer and interlayer, respectively.

several high symmetrical chemisorption positions exist
on the surface, we considered four representative positions in this work, namely bridge (B), hollow (H), Utop (U) and N-top (N), as shown in Fig.4. The central atom or the geometrical centre of the chemisorbed
molecule was directly placed on the top of individual position to study the chemisorption behavior of molecule
on these positions. Chemisorption parameters included
not only position, but also chemisorption orientation
and height of the chemisorbed molecule to the surface.
The chemisorption orientation was associated with the
molecule structure, while the chemisorption height depended on stability of the system configuration.
A. Chemisorption behavior of molecule O2 on the
UN(001) surface

As we all know, the chemisorption behavior of
molecule O2 on the UN(001) surface crystal would be
crucial to understand the anti-corrosion mechanisms for
UN compound. Experiment result showed that O2 is a
linear molecule, and O−O bond length is 0.1209 nm.
We considered two chemisorption modes for molecule
O2 approaching the UN(001) surface to investigate O2
chemisorption behavior: parallel (P) and vertical (V).
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/27/01/20-28

(b)

FIG. 5 System configuration of O2 molecule on UN(001)
surface (a) before and (b) after chemisorption.

The P configuration calculation for U-top chemisorption position was not fulfilled in one single cell. Therefore, we only considered the V configuration for U-top
chemisorption position to save the computational resource.
For different chemisorption height from the UN(001)
surface, the total energy of O2 -UN(001) system would
change. Chemisorption height was defined as the nearest distance for molecule O2 from the UN(001) surface,
and expressed by the fractional coordinates. The results
for the total energy of O2 -UN(001) system are listed in
Table II. We optimized the system configuration with
the minimum energies, the results for O2 chemisorption
energies, O−O bond lengths, and Mulliken charges of
individual configuration are presented in Table III. We
could see that the most stable chemisorption position
for O2 was BP. The total energy of this system would
decrease after optimization. As depicted in Fig.5, compared to the non-optimized configurations, optimization
induced molecule O2 to migrate towards U atom, while
N atom moved into the bulk. We labeled the atoms
in the calculation configuration to describe the relaxation behavior, and the atom sequence was marked in
Fig.5(b). The distance of O from the ith O was used to
describe the relative displacement for the atoms in the
calculated configuration. The result showed that O−O
bond length increased, and O2 obviously moved outwards. However, N on the UN(001) surface migrated
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TABLE II Total energies of O2 -UN(001) system. h denotes the chemisorption height for O2 , and the BP, BV, HP, HV,
NP, NV and UV configurations represent approaching the bridge position in parallel manner, the bridge position in vertical
manner, the hollow position in parallel manner, the hollow position in vertical manner, the N-top position in parallel manner,
the N-top position in vertical manner, the U-top position in vertical manner, respectively.
Configuration h/nm
BP
0.288
0.289
0.290
0.291
0.292
BV
0.274
0.275
0.276
0.277
0.278
HP
0.273
0.274

Esystem /eV
−15646.330
−15646.334
−15646.335
−15646.333
−15646.329
−15646.514
−15646.521
−15646.524
−15646.522
−15646.518
−15647.349
−15647.356

Configuration
HP

HV

NP

TABLE III Chemisorption configurations, chemisorption
energies Echemisorption (in kJ/mol), O−O bond lengths dO−O
and Mulliken charges Q for O2 .
Configuration
BP
BV
HP
HV
NP
NV
UV
Free O2

Echemisorption
14.48
11.65
13.47
10.96
13.74
9.35
11.42

dO−O /nm
0.1420
0.1289
0.1362
0.1355
0.1416
0.1342
0.1287
0.1209

Q/e
−0.448
−0.319
−0.422
−0.658
−0.682
−0.41
−0.28
0

TABLE IV Relative displacements for the atoms in the optimized configuration.
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Ri /nm
0.2602
0.2469
0.2329
0.2469
0.2208
0.3804
0.2659

Ri0 /nm
0.2434
0.2434
0.2434
0.2434
0.2434
0.2968
0.2434

∆/%
6.902
1.438
−4.314
1.438
−9.285
28.167
9.244

into the bulk, as shown in Table IV. To further understand the interaction of O2 with the UN(001) surface,
we analyzed the projected density of states (PDOSs)
before and after O2 chemisorption in term of the electronic structure calculations, and shown in Fig.6.
O2s and O2p orbital PDOSs shifted towards lower energy band after O2 chemisorption, indicating that the
red shift effect occurred in O2 frequency, as shown in
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/27/01/20-28

h/nm
0.275
0.276
0.277
0.264
0.265
0.266
0.267
0.268
0.292
0.293
0.294
0.295

Esystem /eV
−15647.357
−15647.351
−15647.340
−15645.533
−15645.538
−15645.539
−15645.537
−15645.532
−15646.034
−15646.036
−15646.038
−15646.037

Configuration
NP
NV

UV

h/nm
0.296
0.295
0.296
0.297
0.298
0.299
0.277
0.278
0.279
0.280
0.281

Esystem /eV
−15646.034
−15645.772
−15645.775
−15645.776
−15645.775
−15645.773
−15647.000
−15647.011
−15647.013
−15647.007
−15646.995

Fig.6(a). We did not consider other s, p orbitals in U
atom because U6d and U5f orbitals dominate the electronic properties of U atom. PDOSs of U6d and U5f
orbitals before and after chemisorption are depicted in
Fig.6(b). After chemisorption, peak of U6d PDOS apparently widened, which showed that U6d orbital had
a very strong interaction with the substrate. Peak
value of U5f PDOS decreased from 247.36 electron/eV
to 221.25 electron/eV, the peak position shifted from
0.35 eV to 0.546 eV, and the peak area of U5f PDOS
diminished, showing that 5f orbital lost electrons. A
new f state appeared in the energy range of −1.5 eV to
−0.5 eV, and a new d state emerged in the energy range
from −5 eV to −4 eV, which implied that O2s or O2p
electrons contributed to U6d and U5f orbital, as shown
in Fig.6(b). Figure 6 (c) and (d) depicted U6d, U5f, O2s
orbital and U6d, U5f, O2p orbital PDOSs for O atom
being the nearest neighbor of U atom, respectively. As
shown in Fig.6(c), O2s orbital hybridized with U6d orbital, and produced a very small peak. While O2s
orbital PDOS did not obviously overlapped with U5f
orbital. However, O2p orbital and U6d, U5f orbital
formed an unambiguous hybridization peak, as shown
in Fig.6(d), which was in sharp contrast with Fig.6(c).
The larger the overlapping area of PDOS, the higher the
hybridized bonding. Therefore, the electronic charge of
U6d orbital transferred to O2s and O2p orbital (mainly
2p orbital), while U5f orbital transferred to O2p orbital.
B. Chemisorption behavior of CO2 on the UN(001)
surface

As we all know, CO2 is a linear molecule, and the experimental C−O bond length is 0.116 nm. We considered the same approaching mode for CO2 as O2 , namely
P and V modes. The central atom or the geometrical centre of the chemisorbed CO2 was directly placed
c
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FIG. 6 Projected density of states (PDOSs) of O2s, O2p orbital (a), U6d, U5f orbital (b), O2s, U6d, U5f orbital (c), and
O2p, U6d, U5f orbital (d) before and after O2 chemisorption on the BP position of the UN(001) surface. The Fermi energy
stands at 0 eV.
TABLE V Calculated total energies of CO2 -UN(001) system. h denoted the chemisorption height for CO2 .
Configuration h/nm
BP
0.338
0.339
0.340
0.341
0.342
BV
0.316
0.317
0.318
0.319
0.320
HP
0.350
0.351

Esystem /eV
−16686.291
−16686.297
−16686.230
−16686.299
−16686.295
−16686.752
−16686.753
−16686.754
−16686.753
−16686.752
−16670.404
−16670.407

Configuration
HP

HV

NP

on the top of individual chemisorption positions. We
first calculated the total energy of CO2 -UN(001) system through seven different configurations, then chose
the chemisorption height h for the lowest total energy
as the optimal height for the chemisorption configuration, and the calculated results of the total energy are
presented in Table V, finally, we optimized these configurations to search the optimal chemisorption position.
The geometrical parameters, chemisorption enerDOI:10.1063/1674-0068/27/01/20-28

h/nm
0.352
0.353
0.354
0.315
0.316
0.317
0.318
0.319
0.316
0.317
0.318
0.319

Esystem /eV
−16670.408
−16670.406
−16670.404
−16686.731
−16686.735
−16686.737
−16686.736
−16686.735
−16686.392
−16686.393
−16686.394
−16686.393

Configuration
NP
NV

UV

h/nm
0.320
0.334
0.335
0.336
0.337
0.338
0.307
0.308
0.309
0.310
0.311

Esystem /eV
−16686.391
−16686.720
−16686.721
−16686.722
−16686.721
−16686.719
−16686.820
−16686.821
−16686.822
−16686.821
−16686.820

gies, bond lengths, and Mulliken charges for CO2
chemisorbed on different positions on the UN(001) surface are listed in Table VI. According to the minimum
energy principle, the configuration with the maximum
chemisorption energy was the most stable chemisorption configuration. Therefore, the most stable configuration for CO2 chemisorbed on the UN(001) surface was
HP, as shown in Table VI. To further understand the
interaction of CO2 with the UN(001) surface, we anc
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FIG. 7 PDOSs of (a) C/O 2s, 2p orbital, (b) U6d, U5f orbital, (c) O2s, U6d, U5f orbital, and (d) O2p, U6d, U5f orbital
before and after CO2 chemisorption on the HP position of the UN(001) surface. The Fermi energy stands at 0 eV.

TABLE VI Chemisorption configurations, chemisorption
energy Echemisorption (in kJ/mol), O−O bond lengths dO−O
and Mulliken charge Q for molecule CO2 .
Configuration
BP
BV
HP
HV
NP
NV
UV
Free CO2

Echemisorption
2.764
3.970
4.492
4.006
3.059
3.956
4.249

dO−O /nm
0.1172 0.1165
0.1173 0.1184
0.1175 0.1189
0.1173 0.1181
0.1168 0.1168
0.1172 0.1178
0.1174 0.1182
0.116

Q/e
−0.008
−0.063
−0.048
−0.054
0.013
−0.053
−0.075
0

alyzed PDOSs before and after CO2 chemisorption in
term of the electronic structure calculations, and shown
in Fig.7.
C/O 2s, 2p orbital PDOSs shifted towards lower energy band after O2 chemisorption, implying that the
red shift effect occurred in CO2 frequency, as shown in
Fig.7(a). We also did not consider other s, p orbital
in U because U6d and U5f orbital dominated the electronic properties of U atom. PDOSs of U6d and U5f
orbital before and after chemisorption were depicted in
Fig.7(b). After chemisorption, the peak value of U6d
PDOS in the energy range of 0−1 eV decreased from
17.4 electron/eV to 13.9 electron/eV, while the peak
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/27/01/20-28

value of PDOS in the energy range of −5 eV to −4 eV
decreased from 17.0 electrons/eV to 16.0 electrons/eV,
showing that U6d orbital lost electrons, as shown in
Fig.7(b). Figure 7 (c) and (d) depicted U6d, U5f, O2s
orbital and U6d, U5f, O2p orbital PDOSs for O atom
being the nearest neighbor of U atom, respectively. As
shown in Fig.7(c), O2s orbital and U6d orbital formed
a very small hybridization peak, and O2s orbital PDOS
did not obviously overlap with U5f orbital. However,
O2p orbital and U6d, U5f orbital produced an unambiguous hybridization peak, as shown in Fig.7(d), which
was in sharp contrast with Fig.7(c). The larger the
overlapping area of PDOS, the higher the hybridized
bonding. Therefore, the electronic charge of U6d orbital transferred to O2s and O2p orbital (mainly O2p
orbital), while U5f orbital transferred to O2p orbital,
these results were similar to O2 chemisorption.

C. Chemisorption behavior of molecule H2 O on the
UN(001) surface

Previous report showed that H2 O chemisorbed on U
metal would result in formation of UO2 passivation film
on the metal surface, and this film could prevent U
metal from further oxidization [7]. Therefore, investigation of H2 O chemisorption on the UN surface would
be helpful for deeply understanding the anti-corrosion
mechanisms of U metal because UN passivation film was
c
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TABLE VII Calculated total energies of H2 O-UN(001) system. h denotes the chemisorption height for CO2 . BU, BD, HU,
HD, NU and ND configurations represent bridge H-up, bridge H-down, hollow H-up, hollow H-down, N-top H-up and N-top
H-down, respectively.
Configuration h/nm
BU
0.301
0.302
0.303
0.304
0.305
BD
0.330
0.331
0.332
0.333
0.334
BP
0.306
0.307
0.308
0.309
0.310

Esystem /eV
−13634.301
−13634.302
−13634.305
−13634.304
−13634.303
−13634.023
−13634.024
−13634.025
−13634.024
−13634.023
−13634.511
−13634.513
−13634.514
−13634.513
−13634.512

H

Configuration
HU

HD

HP

H1

O

O2

U

N

(a)

(b)

FIG. 8 System configuration before (a) and after (b)
chemisorption.

also a corrosion-resistant material.
As we all know, H2 O is a planar V-type molecule, and
the experimental H−O bond length is 0.10 nm, ∠HOH
bond angle is 104.5◦ . We considered three symmetrical positions for studying H2 O chemisorption on the
UN(001) surface: H-up, H-down and H-par, where Hup and H-down denoted that H2 O plane was vertical
with the UN(001) surface from the upper side and the
lower side, respectively, while H-par indicated that H2 O
plane was parallel with the UN(001) surface. For different chemisorption height from the UN(001) surface,
the total energy of H2 O-UN(001) system would change.
According to the minimum energy principle, the total
energy of a system would be the minimum value for H2 O
chemisorption on the optimal position, and the system
would be the most stable one.
A chemisorption height h was defined as the nearest distance for the central O atom in H2 O from the
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/27/01/20-28

h/nm
0.306
0.307
0.308
0.309
0.310
0.341
0.342
0.343
0.344
0.345
0.309
0.310
0.311
0.312
0.313

Esystem /eV
−13634.054
−13634.055
−13634.056
−13634.055
−13633.892
−13633.753
−13633.754
−13633.759
−13633.754
−13633.753
−13634.230
−13634.231
−13634.232
−13634.231
−13634.228

Configuration
NU

ND

NP

h/nm
0.321
0.322
0.323
0.324
0.325
0.326
0.327
0.328
0.329
0.330
0.338
0.339
0.340
0.341
0.342

Esystem /eV
−13634.109
−13634.110
−13634.115
−13634.110
−13634.109
−13634.029
−13634.030
−13634.031
−13634.030
−13634.028
−13634.301
−13634.302
−13634.303
−13634.302
−13634.329

UN(001) surface. The results for the total energy of
H2 O-UN(001) system with different h are listed in Table VII. We optimized the systems with the minimum
energies, and calculated results for H2 O chemisorption
energies, H−O bond lengths, ∠HOH bond angles and
Mulliken charges of individual configuration are listed in
Table VIII. From Table VIII we could see that the most
stable chemisorption position for H2 O was BU (maximum chemisorption energy 5.85 kJ/mol), so H in H2 O
was vertically chemisorbed on the UN(001) surface from
the upper side, as shown in Fig.8(b). Z coordinate of
U atom increased by about 0.1%, indicating that H2 O
chemisorption had a negligible effect on the UN(001)
surface. However, H2 O not only migrated, but also rotated around O atom. ∠HOH bond angle increased
by about 5◦ , while U−O bond length decreased from
0.2932 nm to 0.2634 nm. We labeled every atom in H2 O
to observe the position changes of H2 O before and after
optimization, as shown in Fig.8. Calculated results of
the relative change for X, Y , and Z coordinates were
presented in Table IX, where ∆X, ∆Y , and ∆Z denoted the relative change for X, Y , and Z coordinates,
respectively.
To further understand the interaction of H2 O with
the UN(001) surface, we analyzed PDOSs before and
after H2 O chemisorption in term of the electronic structure calculations, and shown in Fig.9.
Figure 9(a) depicted H1s, O2s, and O2p PDOSs before and after chemisorption. H1s, O2s, O2p PDOSs
shifted towards lower energy band after H2 O chemisorption, indicating that the red shift effect occurred in H2 O
frequency, as shown in Fig.9(a). PDOSs of U6d and U5f
orbital before and after chemisorption are plotted in
Fig.9(b). Chemisorption had a negligible effect on the
c
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FIG. 9 Projected density of states (PDOSs) of (a) H1s, O2s, O2p orbital, (b) U6d and U5f orbital, (c) O2s, U6d, and U5f
orbital and (d) O2p, U6d, U5f orbital before and after H2 O chemisorption on the BU position of the UN(001) surface. The
Fermi energy stands at 0 eV.

TABLE VIII Chemisorption configurations, chemisorption energy Echemisorption, O−O bond lengths dO−O , bond angles,
and Mulliken charges Q for H2 O.
Configuration
BU
BD
BP
HU
HD
HP
NU
ND
NP
Free H2 O

Echemisorption /(kJ/mol)
5.850
5.600
5.622
4.514
3.662
5.030
4.623
4.390
5.091

dO−O /nm
0.984
0.986
0.993
0.989
0.977
0.995
0.986
0.977
0.981
1

TABLE IX Relative changes for X, Y and Z coordinates of
H and O atoms in the optimized H2 O
Atom label
H1
H2
O

∆X/%
−27.30
−17.17
44.76

∆Y /%
−27.30
−17.17
44.76

∆Z/%
2.37
−8.11
−1.49

shapes of PDOSs of U6d and U5f orbital, however, the
peak area of U6d PDOS in the energy range of −1 and
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/27/01/20-28

0.991
1.022
0.993
0.989
0.977
0.995
0.986
0.977
0.981
1

∠HOH/(◦ )
108.16
102.988
102.090
103.188
103.615
99.752
105.944
104.373
103.607
104.5

Q/e
−0.160
0.031
−0.055
−0.156
0.024
−0.069
−0.150
0.061
−0.064
0

1 eV obviously diminished, showing that U6d orbital
lost electrons, as shown in Fig.9(b). The peak position
of U5f orbital shifted from 0.35 eV to 0.468 eV, showing
that U5f orbital also lost electrons. O2s PDOS did not
obviously overlap with U6d and U5f orbital, as shown in
Fig.9(c). While in the energy range of −7 eV to −6 eV,
−5 eV to −4 eV, O 2p orbital and U6d orbital formed
a very small hybridization peak, as shown in Fig.9(d).
Therefore, O atom in H2 O and U atom on the UN(001)
surface formed a covalent bond, and a small amount of
U6d orbital electrons transferred to O2p orbital. The
c
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smaller the overlapping area, the weaker the chemical
bonding, and the lower the transferred charges, which
was in consistent with the Mulliken charge analysis.

nology (No.YX2012cxpy06). Ru-song Li would like to
thank Wen Li from Xi’an Research Institute of Hi-Tech
for useful discussions and studentship support.
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We performed the density functional theory calculations of O2 , CO2 , and H2 O chemisorption on the
UN(001) surface using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and PW91 exchange-correlation functional at non-spin polarized level with the periodic slab
model, the results showed that (i) bridge parallel (BP),
hollow parallel (HP) and bridge hydrogen-up (BU) adsorption sites were the most stable site for O2 , CO2
and H2 O, respectively. (ii) O2s and O2p orbital PDOSs
shifted towards lower energy band after O2 chemisorption, and the red shift effect occurred in O2 frequency.
O2p orbital and U6d, U5f orbital formed an unambiguous hybrid peak, and the electronic charge of U6d and
5f orbital mainly transferred to O2p. (iii) C/O 2s, 2p
orbital PDOSs shifted towards lower energy band after
O2 chemisorption, and the red shift effect also occurred
in CO2 frequency. O2s orbital and U6d orbital formed a
very small hybrid peak, and O2s orbital PDOS did not
obviously overlapped with U5f orbital. However, O2p
orbital and U6d, U5f orbital formed an unambiguous
hybrid peak, the electronic charge of U6d and U5f orbital mainly transferred to O2p orbital. (iv) H1s, O2s,
O2p PDOSs shifted towards the lower energy band after
H2 O chemisorption, indicating that the red shift effect
also occurred in H2 O frequency. U6d and U5f orbital
both lost electrons. O2s PDOS did not obviously overlapped with U6d and U5f orbital, that is to say, O atom
in H2 O and U atom on the UN(001) surface formed a
covalent bond, and a small amount of U6d orbital electrons transferred to O2p orbital. In the future, we plan
to investigate other molecular and atoms chemisorption
on the surface of actinide compounds (especially the
more promising nuclear fuel, such as Pu and U compounds), provide the corresponding anti-corrosion techniques, and improve the operational life and efficiency.
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